
The goal of this assignment is to simulate a rotating rod.  In addition, select an arbitrary point on the rod and 

display translational motion (and velocity) of this chosen point. 

 

1) The first code (on the next 2 pages) causes a rod to rotate.  In addition, a 

point particle is attached to the rod.  As the rod rotates, the point particle 

leaves a trail.  A screen shot of the simulation is shown at right.  Type I 

this code and run it.  Modify the input parameters an re-run the code to 

observe how the parameters affect the motion.  Don’t forget to modify the 

position of the point particle! 

 

Bonus: you can use the group command to combine the rod and point 

mass.  Unfortunately, I think the point mass no longer produces a trail once 

the objects are grouped. 

 

2) Modify the code to compute the velocity vector of the point particle at each 

instant in time.  Draw an arrow representing the velocity vector.  Code it such 

that the tail of the velocity arrow is always at the position of the point particle.  

A screen shot is shown at right.  Once you get that, you could also add in 

arrows for the acceleration (tangential, centripetal, and total).  This cade then 

be used to analyze problem 10.1 in the workbook.  

 

3) You could modify the code to handle non-constant acceleration as well.  A 

suggested problem is 10.4 in the workbook. 

 

 

Optional: if you have already studied torque, you are ready to use physics 

calculations to produce rotational animations.  This is discussed on pages 4-5.  After 

you get the code working correctly, try to add an additional point mass.  Use input 

parameters that match a meterstick with an attached additional point mass.  This 

scenario discussed in problems 10.48-10.50 in the workbook.  As a challenge, try to 

code up problem 10.51. 

 

 

 

Optional: Create an Atwood’s machine simulation similar to problem 10.52.  Once 

that is done, I suspect you could simulate 10.54-10.57 fairly easily. 

 

Optional: you could probably also simulate rolling motion or a yo-yo (see problems 10.59-10.60). 

 

 

  



RotationalKinematics 

GlowScript 2.7 VPython 

scene = canvas(title = 'Rotational Kinematics',  

               width = 800, 

               height = 600, 

               center = vec(0, 0, 0),       #camera LOOKS AT this point 

               background = vec(1, 1, 1))   #makes background white 

scene.range = 1.1                           #predefines a nice zoom-in level 

 

#define a ball's acceleration as well as initial position & initial velocity 

theta_degrees = 30                  #this is the angle in DEGREES 

theta = radians(theta_degrees)      #this converts that angle to RADIANS 

omega = 4                           #units are RADIANS/sec 

alpha = -2                          #units are RADIANS/sec**2 

rotation_axis = vec(0,0,1)          #specifies axis of rotation as the z-axis 

 

#create a simulation speed scalar 

#a value of 1 will play the sim at real time, less than 1 gives slo mo 

sim_speed = 1 

 

#initialize the clock time and time increment size 

#tip: period = 2*pi/omega...dt<(min period)/100 should be fairly accurate 

#tip: max eye refresh rate is 30 frames per sec..dt<0.03 is smooth to eye 

t=0 

dt=0.05           

 

#draw a pivot at the center of the screen 

pivot = sphere(pos=vec(0,0,0), radius=0.01, color=color.magenta) 

 

#draw a horionztal rod of length 1 

rod = cylinder(pos=pivot.pos, radius=0.01, axis=vec(1,0,0), color=color.red) 

 

#draw a ball on the rod (imagine this is like a bug that landed on the rod) 

bug_r = 0.7             #this is the radius from pivot to bug 

bug = sphere(pos=rod.pos+vec(bug_r, 0, 0),  

            radius=0.02,  

            color=color.blue, 

            make_trail = True, 

            trail_type = "points", 

            interval = 2, 

            retain = 20, 

            trail_radius=0.005) 

 

#rotate rod and bug to correct initial angle (must use RADIANS when rotating) 

rod.rotate(angle=theta, axis=rotation_axis, origin=pivot.pos) 

bug.rotate(angle=theta, axis=rotation_axis, origin=pivot.pos) 

 

#draw & label a set of coordinate axes  

#create this code using cut & paste from a previous 

Code continues on the next page.  



#finally we are ready to code the rotation of the rod 

dtheta = 0      #initialize CHANGE in angle (in RADIANS) 

while t<10: 

    rate(sim_speed/dt)                  #determine frames per sec in sim 

    omega += alpha*dt                   #updates omega 

    dtheta = omega*dt                   #determines CHANGE in angle         

    rod.rotate(angle=dtheta,            #rotate rod by CHANGE in angle 

                axis=rotation_axis,     #said another way, updates angular 

                origin=pivot.pos)       #position of rod 

    bug.rotate(angle=dtheta,            #rotate bug by CHANGE in angle 

                axis=rotation_axis,     #said another way, updates angular 

                origin=pivot.pos)       #position of bug                 

    t += dt 

  



Using torque, angular momentum & moment of inertia to simulate rotational motion 

In any code performing animation, we start with the following steps: 

• Define values of constants like � or � (spring constant) 

• Specify initial conditions (initial mass, position, velocity, etc) 

• Specify a tiny time interval Δ�.  This time interval is supposed to be small enough such that acceleration, 

force, and velocity are approximately constant for that tiny amount of time.  In practice you make an initial 

guess for Δ� and refine your guess based on how the program runs.  More on Δ� after this bulleted list. 

 

The Euler-Cromer method for rotational motion uses the following additional step. 

• Create an iterative loop that does the following: 

o Calculate net TORQUE vector based on current position 

o Update the ANGULAR MOMENTUM of the system using ���� = ���
 + ����Δ� 

o Compute current avg ANGULAR VELOCITY using ������� ≈
����

�
 

� Note: in this equation � is the MOMENT OF INERTIA 

o Update the ANGLE using ��� = ��
 + �������Δ� 

 

A code fragment is shown on the next page to help you get into the swing of things (ha). 

 

 

For reference, the Euler-Cromer method for translational motion uses the following additional step. 

• Create an iterative loop that does the following: 

o Calculate net FORCE vector based on current position 

o Update the MOMENTUM of the system using ��� = ��
 + ����Δ� 

o Compute current avg VELOCITY using ����� ≈
���

�
 

o Update the POSITION using ��� = ��
 + �����Δ� 

  



RodPendulum 

GlowScript 2.7 VPython 

#define initial pendulum parameters 

D = 1.00                #pendulum length 

theta = 30              #pendulum angle (FROM VERTICAL) IN DEGREES 

m = 1.00                 #pendulum mass in kilograms 

g = 9.8                  #magnitude of freefall acceleration near earth's surface 

 

#start the pendulum form rest; initialize time & angular momentum to zero 

t = 0                            #set clock time to zero 

dt = 0.05                        #set clock increment size 

sim_speed = 0.1                  #this parameter allows for slo mo 

omega= vec(0, 0, 0)            #initialize angular velocity (RAD/SEC) to zero 

angumom = vec(0,0,0)        #initialize angular momentum to zero 

dtheta = 0                       #initialize angle increment 

rot_axis = vec(0, 0, 1)         #specify the axis of rotation 

 

#convert initial angle from degrees to RADIANS 

theta = radians(theta) 

 

#calculate moment of inertia, you can ask me about this later in Chapter 10 

moment_of_inertia = (1/3)*m*D**2   

 

#draw a ceiling, a pivot and a vertical rod 

ceiling = box(pos=vec(0, 0.55, 0), 

            length=1, width=1, height=0.07, 

            color=vec(1,1,1), 

            opacity=0.5) 

pivot = sphere(pos=vec(0,0.5, 0), radius=0.015, color=color.magenta) 

 

#draw a VERTICAL rod 

rod = cylinder(radius=0.015, pos=pivot.pos, axis=vec(0, -D, 0)) 

 

#rotate the rod to the previously stated initial angle FROM THE VERTICAL 

rod.rotate(angle=theta, axis=vec(0,0,1), origin=pivot.pos) 

 

#draw weight vector at rod center of mass & vector from pivot to center of mass 

#note: scale_arrow is used to keep the force arrow from getting too big 

scale_arrow = 0.035 

weight = vec(0, -m*g, 0) 

weight_arrow = arrow(pos=rod.pos+0.5*rod.axis, 

                axis=scale_arrow*weight, 

                color=color.magenta) 

 

#You are supposed to figure the rest of the code on your own  

#by reading the following comments. 

#draw an arrow FROM the pivot to the point weight is applied (center of mass) 

 

#create a loop using torque to update angular momentum (angumom) 

#use angumom to compute angular velocity (omega) of rod 

#use angular velocity of rod to update angular position (theta) of rod 

#redraw the rod and the weight arrow 

#go on to the next time step and repeat 


